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ABSTRACT

We include an energy term based on dark matter (DM) self-annihilation during the cooling
and subsequent collapse of the metal-free gas, in haloes hosting the formation of the first stars
in the Universe. We find that the feedback induced on the chemistry of the cloud does modify
the properties of the gas throughout the collapse. However, the modifications are not dramatic,
and the typical Jeans mass within the halo is conserved throughout the collapse, for all the
DM parameters we have considered. This result implies that the presence of DM annihilations
does not substantially modify the initial mass function of the first stars, with respect to the
standard case in which such additional energy term is not taken into account. We find also that
when the rate of energy produced by the DM annihilations and absorbed by the gas equals
the chemical cooling (at densities yet far from the actual formation of a protostellar core) the
structure does not halt its collapse, although that proceeds more slowly by a factor smaller
than few per cent of the total collapse time.
Key words: stars: formation – stars: Population III – dark ages, reionization, first stars –
dark matter.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
In the currently favoured Lambda cold dark matter (CDM) cosmological model, the bulk of the matter component is believed to
be made of (so far) electromagnetically undetected particles, commonly dubbed dark matter (DM). Although the evidence for the
existence of DM is compelling on different scales, yet its nature
is unknown, and many particle models beyond the standard one
have been proposed in the literature as DM candidates. We address
the reader to a recent review of observational evidence and particle
candidates for DM (e.g. Bertone, Hooper & Silk 2005), and will
concentrate in this paper on a particular class of candidates, i.e.
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs). Many WIMP DM
models are stable (under the conservation of the suitable symmetry,
for each model) and hence do never decay into standard model particles. However, in many of these very same models the WIMPs are
Majorana particles, thus carrying the remarkable property of being
self-annihilating; the value of the self-annihilation cross-section,
arising naturally in many WIMP models, reproduces the DM relic
abundance required by the CDM cosmology, if the mass scale of
 E-mail: ripamonti.e@gmail.com
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WIMPs is within the GeV/TeV scale and they are to be thermally
produced in the early Universe. We adopt this as a benchmark scenario for our paper, and will often refer to it as a ‘Vanilla WIMP’.
The actual DM distribution in the local Universe is such that
even in the densest regions (e.g. galactic nuclei and black hole surroundings) from which the annihilation signal could be in principle
detected, the energy released by WIMP DM annihilations (hereafter DMAs) is only a negligible fraction of the one associated with
standard gas processes. This implies that, locally, DM affects the
host system almost uniquely through its gravitational effects, perhaps with the only possible exception of peculiar locations, such
as the central parsec of the Milky Way (Fairbairn, Scott & Edsjo
2008; Scott, Edsjo & Fairbairn 2009; Casanellas & Lopes 2009).
The effects of annihilating (or decaying, a scenario we do not consider here) DM upon the evolution of the intergalactic medium
(IGM) at high redshift have been thoroughly studied (e.g. Chen
& Kamionkowski 2004; Mapelli & Ferrara 2005; Padmanabhan
& Finkbeiner 2005; Furlanetto, Oh & Pierpaoli 2006; Mapelli,
Ferrara & Pierpaoli 2006; Zhang et al. 2006; Ripamonti, Mapelli
& Ferrara 2007a; Shchekinov & Vasiliev 2007; Valdés et al.
2007), and are now believed to be small, except perhaps in
the case of an extremely high clumping factor (Chuzhoy 2008;
Myers & Nusser 2008; Natarajan & Schwarz 2008; Lattanzi & Silk
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2 METHOD AND CODE
We base our investigation on a 1D spherically symmetric code
described by Ripamonti et al. (2002, hereafter R02). The original
code, which includes the treatment of gravitation, hydrodynamics
and especially the chemistry and cooling of primordial gas, was
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originally conceived for the study of the last phases of the collapse
of a primordial protostar (see also Omukai & Nishi 1998); later,
it was extended in several ways (see Ripamonti 2007; Ripamonti
et al. 2007a; RMF07).
Our simulations are based on those described in RMF07; here
we list their most important properties, especially when they differ
from RMF07.
(i) A single typical halo with mass 106 M virializing at z = 20
(virial radius Rvir  5 × 1020 cm) is considered; the baryon fraction
inside such halo is assumed to be equal to the cosmological value
(b /DM  0.175).
(ii) The simulations are started at z = 1000 and involve a comoving volume 1000 times larger than that of simulated halo; initial
baryonic density and temperature are constant in all the simulation
shells, and equal to the cosmological values.
(iii) Before virialization, the gravitational effects of DM are
treated as in the NFW case of RMF07: a pre-determined (but timedependent until virialization) DM potential is added to the gas selfgravity. Such potential mimics the evolution of a halo in the top-hat
approximation: as the DM potential becomes steeper, the (initially
uniform) gas falls towards the centre of the halo, similarly to what
is predicted by theory and consistent with the results of simulations
(see e.g. fig. 2 of Abel, Bryan & Norman 2002).
(iv) After virialization, the evolution of the previously described
artificial DM potential is stopped: its state at virialization is set to
a NFW profile (Navarro, Frenk & White 1996) with c = 10 and
R200 = Rvir ; this is reasonably close to the results shown in fig. 2 of
Abel et al. (2002). The evolution of the DM profile is also followed
in response to the baryon contraction (see later) in order to compute
the DMA rate.1
(v) RMF07 investigated whether stellar formation might occur
in a halo, whereas here we investigate how it starts; for this reason, simulations are stopped only when their computational costs
become very large (usually at number densities nc ≈ 1014 cm−3 ).
(vi) The DM energy input is computed only after halo virialization, and only in regions with high baryon density (ρ ≥ 4 ×
10−22 g cm−3 , i.e. n ≡ ρ/mp  250 cm−3 ), rather than at all times
and everywhere: this is because RMF07 already showed that before
virialization and at low baryon densities the effects of DMAs are
small.
(vii) For the purpose of evaluating the DMA rate (see below),
the DM density ρ DM (r) is evaluated by assuming the conservation
of the so-called ‘adiabatic’ invariant (see Blumenthal et al. 1986).
We implement the algorithm described by Gnedin et al. (2004),
following the details in I08, and using the NFW and gas profiles
described above as initial conditions.2
(viii) The specific luminosity due to DMAs is
2
lDM = c2 σ v ρDM
/(mDM ),

(1)

where σ v is the thermally averaged annihilation rate, and mDM
is the WIMP mass; in the following we adopt σ v = 3 ×
10−26 cm3 s−1 , whereas we consider mDM as a free parameter in

1 We

do not account for the gravitational effects of the adiabatically contracted DM profile because adiabatic contraction (AC) is effective only
when the baryonic potential largely dominates over the DM.
2 It is to be noted that the DM profile in (gravitationally) baryon-dominated
regions is eventually dictated by the amount of gas accumulated after the
contraction, see e.g. fig 1 in SFG08. Our conclusions, especially regarding
the final phases of the collapse, are hence almost insensitive to the initial
DM profile.
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2009), if one takes into consideration a standard, Vanilla WIMP
scenario.
The effects of DMAs upon primordial star formation might be
more significant. As the IGM could be heated by the energy deposition from DMAs, its temperature might in principle exceed the virial
temperature of the smallest haloes with the result of quenching gas
accretion on to them. This effect has been shown to be unimportant by Ripamonti, Mapelli & Ferrara (2007b, hereafter RMF07).
However, DMAs are expected to become more important as the
collapse proceeds to protostellar scales (Ascasibar 2007). Spolyar,
Freese & Gondolo (2008, hereafter SFG08) found that during the
protostellar collapse of the first (Population III) stars, the energy
released by DMAs and absorbed by the gas could compensate (or
even overcome) the radiative cooling of the gas. The increasing
importance of such process arises from the combined enhancement
during the collapse of DM density (due to gravitational dragging)
and gas optical depth, implying a higher annihilation luminosity and
absorption by the gas. The final phases of the collapse, after the formation of a hydrostatic core for gas central densities nc ≡ ρ c /mp >
1018 cm−3 (where ρ c is the central baryonic density, and mp is the
proton mass), have been investigated by Iocco et al. (2008, hereafter
I08), Freese et al. (2008b, 2009) and Spolyar et al. (2009). Initially,
the DM pile-up is purely driven by gravitational interactions, but as
the protostar approaches the zero-age main sequence, DM accretion becomes dominated by the capture of WIMPs located in the
star host halo after they scatter stellar baryons. As a consequence
of the peculiar formation process of Population III, following the
smooth collapse of the gas cloud at the very centre of the DM haloes
hosting them, Iocco (2008) and Freese, Spolyar & Aguirre (2008a)
suggested that DM capture is relevant for primordial stars; however,
it can be safely neglected once local star formation is concerned,
as the latter takes place anywhere in galactic discs, and it does not
follow from a single, centred gas collapse episode. Further studies (I08; Taoso et al. 2008; Yoon, Iocco & Akiyama 2008) have
concluded that WIMP DM capture’s most remarkable effect is the
possible increase of the stellar lifetime.
Quite surprisingly, the early phases of the collapse have received
so far less attention with respect to the more advanced ones, i.e.
after hydrostatic core formation. For example, it is still unclear if
the energy injection following annihilations results in a net heating
or cooling of the gas. In fact, high-energy photons and electrons
heat the gas through ionizations; however, this heat input could be
overwhelmed by the increased production of cooling species (as for
example molecular hydrogen) stimulated by the larger abundances
of free electrons, thus resulting in a net gas cooling. This, among
others, is one of the aspects of the collapse of first stars in presence
of WIMP annihilation that we would like to address here. We plan
to do so by a set of sophisticated numerical simulations including
all the relevant chemical reactions and cooling processes. A first
attempt to model the effects of DMA energy input was presented in
Ripamonti et al. (2009); this paper represents a substantial extension
and improvement of that study.
Throughout the paper we assume the following set of cosmological parameters:  = 0.76, m = 0.24, b = 0.042, DM = m −
b ≡ WIMP = 0.198 and h = 0.73.
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Given the standing ignorance on the precise detail of feedback
effects on the ionization and dissociation of atoms and molecules
(especially H2 ), in addition to the standard, fiducial set of runs
we performed runs with either enhanced or reduced feedback, in
order to bracket the possible impact of such process. In the same
way, since the opacity κ we employ represents only a very rough
estimate, we performed runs with either higher or lower values
of κ.

Table 1. Properties of the runs.
Name
M1000
M100
M10
M1
N1000
N100
N10
N1
E1000
E100
E10
E1
L100
L10
L1
H1000
H100
H10
NODM

mDM c2 (GeV)

H2 fbk

1000
100
10
1
1000
100
10
1
1000
100
10
1
100
10
1
1000
100
10
–

std.
std.
std.
std.
off
off
off
off
enh.
enh.
enh.
enh.
std.
std.
std.
std.
std.
std.
–

Notes
Minimal
Fiducial
Submaximal
Maximal

κ = 0.001 cm2 g−1
κ = 0.001 cm2 g−1
κ = 0.001 cm2 g−1
κ = 0.1 cm2 g−1
κ = 0.1 cm2 g−1
κ = 0.1 cm2 g−1
Control

Note. The first letter of the name of a run indicates the set to which it belongs;
‘M’ refers to the main set, ‘N’ to the set without DMA feedback upon H2
formation, ‘E’ to the set with enhanced DMA feedback upon H2 formation,
‘L’ to the set with low opacity and ‘H’ to the set with high opacity. The grey
opacity is set to κ = 0.01 cm2 g−1 for all of the runs presented in this table,
except for runs in the ‘L’ and ‘H’ sets. The NODM run assumes no energy
input from DMAs.

3 R E S U LT S
We test the effects of DMAs varying different sets of parameters:
(i) the normalization of the DMA rate, which is regulated by the
ratio σ v /mDM ; (ii) the feedback strength on chemistry and (iii) the
‘grey’ gas opacity κ. We anticipate that the strength of feedback on
chemistry has little impact on the overall results, and that the effects
of a variation in κ are somewhat similar to a variation of the same
amount in σ v /mDM . We will discuss the dependence on these two
latter parameters in Section 3.3.
Here we start by introducing in more details the physics of first
star formation in presence of DMAs for our fiducial models (‘M’
labelled runs, see Table 1 for details). It is worth anticipating that
the effects of DM become more relevant (and they become efficient earlier during the collapse) for higher self-annihilation crosssections/lower DM masses (see equation 1). In what follows, we
always adopt σ v = 3 × 10−26 cm3 s−1 , and vary the particle mass
mDM . Given the degeneracy in the DMA energy-injection term, the
results can be interpreted at fixed mass and correspondingly varying
the self-annihilation rate.
3 Even

in the few cases where it is possible to switch to the equilibrium
chemistry (e.g. the ‘control’ run where we do not consider DMAs) we
prefer to keep integrating the non-equilibrium equations in order to get
results which are completely consistent with those from the other runs.

C

Figure 1. Evolution of the temperature T c of the central shell of our simulation (whose mass is 2 × 10−4 M ) as a function of its baryon number
density nc , starting slightly before virialization. The thick solid line shows
the evolution in the control run with no DM energy input (NODM). The
thin solid line corresponds to the fiducial model (run M100); the dashed line
to the maximal model (M1); the dot–dashed line to the submaximal model
(M10) and the thin dotted line to the minimal model (M1000).

Fig. 1 shows the evolution of the temperature T c of the innermost shell as a function of the density of the same central shell of
the simulated objects (nc ), for the five most representative models,
M100, M10, M1, M1000 and NODM (see Table 1).
As expected, DMA effects, which can be quantified by the deviations from the thick solid line, are most prominent in runs with
low-mass particles mDM c2 = 1 GeV (M1 run, corresponding to the
maximal DMA energy-injection rate), and become very limited in
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the range 1.78 × 10−24 ≤ mDM ≤ 1.78 × 10−21 g (i.e. 1 GeV ≤ mDM
c2 ≤ 1 TeV).
(ix) The energy  that each baryon actually absorbs from DMAs
(per unit time) is calculated through a detailed radiative transfer calculation, formally identical to the one performed for grey continuum
radiation. Such calculation is based on a constant gas opacity κ =
0.01 cm2 g−1 (roughly similar to the values used by SFG08). Moreover, since it is believed that the energy from annihilations splits
roughly equally into electrons, photons and neutrinos, we assume
that only 2/3 of lDM (i.e. the fraction not going into neutrinos) can
be absorbed.
(x) Similar to RMF07,  can go into ionization, heating and
excitation of atoms and molecules; we employ the results of Valdès
& Ferrara (2008) (see also Shull & van Steenberg 1985; Furlanetto
& Johnson Stoever 2010) to estimate how to split the energy input
into these three. Also note that the ‘ionization’ component is split
into ionization of H, D, He and He+ , and dissociation of H2 , HD
and H+
2 . In our ‘standard’ treatment each species receives a fraction
of the ionization energy which is proportional to its total baryonic
content (in number, see RMF07 for details).
(xi) R02 switched to equilibrium chemistry (e.g. allowing the
use of Saha equations instead of the detailed balance ones) for
shells with number densities n ≥ 1013.5 cm−3 . Here we drop this
simplification since (i) DMA effects change the chemical evolution
of the gas, and usually delay the approach to equilibrium3 and (ii)
we never venture to densities n > 1015 cm−3 .
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the case of DM particles with high mass mDM c2 = 1 TeV (M1000
run, minimal DMA energy-injection rate); we will comment extensively on such dependence later in this section. In the following
we will refer to the ‘fiducial’ run (M100; where the choice of parameters is quite standard), to the ‘minimal’ run (M1000; where
the high value of mDM reduces the energy injection from DMAs,
providing a check on the level where its effects become negligible),
to the ‘maximal’ run (M1; where the parameters are chosen in a
way which maximizes the energy injection from DMAs and their
effects upon the gas evolution), and to the ‘submaximal’ run, M10.
The maximal model, M1, is likely to represent a sort of upper limit
on the effects of DMAs on the formation of primordial stars. In
fact, the DM parameters corresponding to this run (σ v = 3 ×
10−26 cm3 s−1 , mDM c2 = 1 GeV) are currently severely disfavoured
by multimessenger constraints on DM, in particular by (astrophysical) parameter-independent ones (e.g. Cirelli, Iocco & Panci 2009;
Galli et al. 2009).
3.1 The indirect feedback phase
Fig. 2 compares the total energy input from DMAs into the gas
(which needs to be splitted into ionizations, heating and excitations) to the cooling rate due to H2 . This comparison largely oversimplifies the thermal balance (see next subsection); however, it

First star formation with DM annihilation
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Table 2. Density and temperatures where the total energy input from DMAs
overcomes H2 cooling.
mDM c2 (GeV)

ncrit (cm −3 )

T crit (K)

1a
10a
100a
1000a

1.5 × 109 (∼109 )b
4.0 × 1010 (∼ 1011 )b
1.3 × 1012 (∼1013 )b
8.0 × 1012 (∼ 1014 )b

780 (∼800)b
1070 (∼1000)b
1580 (∼1300)b
1740 (∼1400)b

a The quantities in this table are almost independent of the assumptions about

the strength of H2 feedback, so we do not distinguish among runs with the
same mDM .
b Numbers in brackets indicate the results which can be estimated from fig.
2 of SFG08, intersecting the Yoshida et al. (2006) curve with the curves for
various DM masses; for the SFG08 1 GeV mass case we adopt the 100 per
cent H2 line.

As Ripamonti et al. (2009) remarked, the increase in the H2
fraction can amount to two to three orders of magnitude, which
apparently might imply same order-of-magnitude differences in the
cooling rate, and large differences also in the gas temperature. However, while the increase in the cooling rate is quite large (though
smaller than what is naively expected from the difference in H2
abundance), the corresponding reduction of the gas temperature is
much smaller, of the order of 30 per cent (see Fig. 1). This is due to
the very strong temperature dependence of H2 cooling, especially
below ∼500 K (the temperature corresponding to the transition from
the fundamental state to the lowest rotationally excited level): in
fact, in this regime a moderate reduction in temperature results in
a much larger decrease in the H2 cooling rate, which in turn slows
down the temperature decrease.
As a result, since the Jeans mass sensitivity to the temperature is
quite mild,


T 3/2  n −1/2
,
(4)
MJ (n, T )  50 M
1K
1 cm−3
DMAs might reduce the Jeans mass scale but only by a factor of
2 (see Fig. 4).
3.2 The direct feedback phase
Fig. 2 shows that when the density increases above nc ∼1012 cm−3
(∼ 109 cm−3 ) for the fiducial (maximal) run, the energy input from
DMAs finally overcomes the H2 cooling (see also Table 2 for details and a comparison with previous literature). This marks the
beginning of what we call the direct feedback phase of the collapse
since the DMAs’ direct effects (especially the heating) finally start
to dominate both H2 cooling and the more subtle DMAs’ indirect
effects discussed above. We will refer to this condition (equality of
DMA heating and H2 cooling terms) as to the ‘critical point’.
The study of this phase is particularly interesting because when
the DMA heating starts to compensate the radiative cooling, the

C

3.2.1 Details of chemical cooling
Fig. 5 shows the large importance of chemical heating/cooling,
i.e. of the energy which is released/absorbed as a consequence of
chemical reactions, and in particular (in this regime, at least) of
the formation/dissociation of H2 molecules4 : in every run there is
a phase where H2 formation is the main heating mechanism. In the
control run, chemical heating dominates over the adiabatic heating
in the 109.5  nc  1012.5 cm−3 density range, which coincides
with the regime where three-body reactions (see Palla, Salpeter &
Stahler 1983) turn most of the hydrogen into molecular form. In
the runs with DMAs such a phase is even more extended, as the
DMA feedback on the chemistry anticipates the epoch of rapid H2
formation: in the maximal run, chemical heating becomes dominant
already at nc  103.5 cm−3 .

4 The formation of a H
2

molecule releases its binding energy (4.48 eV); at the
densities we are considering here, most of this energy is eventually converted
into thermal energy of the gas (see e.g. Hollenbach & McKee 1979); on the
other hand, the dissociation of H2 through collisional reactions absorbs the
same amount of thermal energy from the gas.
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Figure 4. Evolution of the Jeans mass calculated using the density and
temperature in the central shell of our simulation, as a function of its number
density. Lines refer to the minimal (M1000; dotted), fiducial (M100; thin
solid), submaximal (M10; dot–dashed) and maximal (M1; dashed) models,
and to the control run (NODM; thick solid). The top panel shows the absolute
value of M J , whereas the bottom panel compares the various models by
showing the ratio of M J in a given model to M J,NODM in the NODM run.

protostar becomes unable to shed away its gravitational energy; it
had been previously proposed (see SFG08) that this could induce
the stop of the collapse, and the formation of a new type of stable
astrophysical object powered by DMAs.
The evolution of all the quantities beyond the critical point, shown
in Figs 1 and 2, imply the existence of a dynamical evolution of the
system also after the onset of the direct feedback phase – and hence
no stalling of the object – even if there are important differences
among the various runs.
In the fiducial run, the evolution of the central shell proceeds
relatively undisturbed. For nc ≤ 1014 g cm−3 the central temperature
remains below the one of the control runs, even if the gap tends
to close (see Fig. 1). Conversely, in the maximal run there is a
substantial steepening of the evolution in the nc –T c plane, and the
central temperature overcomes the value of the control run at nc ∼
1011 cm−3 . The temperature increase becomes particularly dramatic,
with a sudden rise by a factor of ∼2 when the central density
reaches nc ∼ 1012 cm−3 .
In order to understand this phase, we need to describe the heating
and cooling processes in detail. Fig. 5 shows the contributions from
the main heating and cooling mechanisms during the contraction of
the central shell, for our reference runs.
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The fiducial and minimal runs exhibit trends which are somewhat
similar to the submaximal run: the peak in the H2 abundance at nc ∼
1012 cm−3 is followed by an extremely slow decline, during which
the adiabatic heating is often as important as the DMA heating:
then, it is quite likely that the transition from H2 line cooling to
continuum cooling is as smooth as in the scenario without DMAs.
In fact, it should be noted that at nc = 1014 cm−3 the continuum
cooling amounts already to about 10 per cent of the total heating,
and it is increasing faster than any heating mechanism (see Fig. 5).

3.3 Sensitivity to feedback and opacity

6 In practice, we assume a Lyman–Werner H dissociation rate (per unit
2
volume) equal to nfexc /ĒLW , where n is the baryon number density,  is
the energy input per baryon due to DMAs, f exc is the fraction of this energy
which goes into excitations (i.e. into photons with 10.2 ≤ hν ≤ 13.6 eV),
and ĒLW  12 eV is the average energy of a Lyman–Werner photon. Such
rate is added to the one produced by the fraction the DMA energy input
which goes into ionizations.


C

Figure 6. Effects of H2 feedback schemes (upper panel) and opacity (lower
panel): in the upper panel the solid represents the maximal run M1, the
dashed line is the E1 run (case with enhanced H2 feedback) and dotted line
is the N1 run (no H2 feedback). In the lower panel thick lines represent the
M1 (solid) and L1 (dotted) runs, the intermediate lines represent the M10
(solid), L10 (dotted) and H10 (dashed); finally, the thin line is our fiducial
M100 run. See text for details and Table 1 for run coding.

and in any case not drastically affecting the qualitative picture we
have drawn so far.
3.4 The evolution of spatial profiles
3.4.1 The fiducial run
Fig. 7 shows the spatial profile of gas properties at four different stages (corresponding to central shell gas densities nc =
105 , 108 , 1011 and 1014 cm−3 ) in the M100 fiducial case and, for
comparison, in the NODM control run. The top left-hand panel
shows also the DM density in the case of M100 run at the same
stages (DM density stays constant and equal to the initial profile in
the NODM control run).
The first important remark to file is that the gas density profiles
are virtually unchanged by the presence of DMAs: such profiles
are indistinguishable until central gas densities of nc ∼ 108 cm−3
are reached, and even then the discrepancies are of minor entity
(e.g. the slope outside the core becomes 2.15 rather than 2.20).
We can conclude that DMAs do not alter the self-similar phase of
the collapse (Larson 1969; Penston 1969), at least for run M100
and for nc ≤ 1014 cm−3 . The evolution of the DM density profile is
in good agreement with previous studies; see for instance fig. 1 in
SFG08 and fig. 1 in I08.
It is also relevant to note that (as could be expected) the differences in infall velocity, temperature profile and H2 fraction affect
only the central ∼104 M of gas (i.e. the gas within the hexagonal
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In order to check the effect of our assumptions about H2 feedback
(in particular, destruction of H2 molecules by the energy injected by
DMAs into the gas) we have run two extra sets of simulations: the
first (label: E) in which H2 feedback is enhanced, and the second
(label: N) with DM-induced H2 dissociations switched off. In the E
models, we have assumed that all DMA energy input which goes
into excitations is in the form of photons in the Lyman–Werner band
(11.2 ≤ hν ≤ 13.6 eV), and that each of these photons dissociates
one H2 molecule.6 This clearly represents an upper limit on the
feedback upon H2 , as in reality about half of the photons going into
dissociations has energy below the lower limit of the Lyman–Werner
band; furthermore, in low-density regions a significant fraction of
Lyman–Werner photons can escape.
As it can easily be noted from the upper panel of Fig. 6 (showing
the evolution of models M1, E1 and L1 in the nc –T c plane) switching
off the H2 feedback results in a sensible change of the temperature
only in the final stages of collapse (because the absence of DMAinduced H2 dissociations strongly reduces the heating); on the other
hand, strengthening the feedback results in appreciable modification
of the temperature of the cloud in earlier stages (because it reduces
the H2 abundance), but the difference reduces drastically in later
phases (when the direct effects of DMAs dominate the ones on
chemistry). We also note that in models with mDM c2 ≥ 10 GeV the
differences induced by the treatment of feedback are much smaller
than in the models shown in Fig. 6 (with mDM c2 = 1 GeV).
We have also studied the effects of varying the grey opacity κ, by
running sets of simulations in which we have increased/decreased
the fiducial value κ = 0.01 cm2 g−1 by one order of magnitude.
At low and intermediate densities the effects on the evolution of
the cloud are very similar to those of a decrease/increase of the
particle mass mDM ; whereas models with the same mDM tend to
converge at high densities. In fact, an opacity variation affects sensibly the properties of the gas only when it is of ‘optically thin’ to
the energy produced by DMAs: in later stages of the collapse (i.e.
in regions of the halo where the gas is ‘optically thick’ to the DMA
energy), the energy absorption does not depend on κ. This can be
appreciated from the lower panel of Fig. 6, where it is clear that
the modified opacity models (H, L labelled) overplot to the corresponding standard models (M labelled) at higher central densities.
We can definitely infer that ‘astrophysical’ (and ‘numerical’)
parameter dependence is mostly degenerate with DM parameters,
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We feel confident in stressing, however, that the shells which are
mostly affected by the infall time decrease (∼20 per cent of the
infall velocity) are placed between 102 and 103 M , and would
become part of a hydrostatic protostar only in the final stages of
the collapse. It is not clear whether these shells will eventually end
up in the hydrostatic core (Omukai & Palla 2003); however, it is
reasonable to expect that such modification will not alter the total
time for the formation of the star by more than ∼20 per cent.
4.1 Hints about the hydrostatic core
Even if our runs could not reach the regime when a hydrostatic core
forms (with the partial exception of the maximal run, where we
probably got close), it is worth examining the likely consequences
of our results for the further evolution of the protostar in presence
of DMAs.
We start reminding that in the standard case (without DMAs) the
simulations of R02 show that when the protostar becomes opaque
to continuum radiation (at nc  1016 cm−3 ), the formation of the
hydrostatic core is delayed by the thermostatic effects of H2 dissociations, so that the core actually forms when nc  1020 cm−3 .
However, at the end of our runs the central H2 abundance in the
maximal and submaximal runs is ≤0.1; even in the fiducial run,
the H2 abundance, while still high, is decreasing much earlier than
in the standard case; this is very different from the results of R02,
where f H2 ∼ 1 up to nc  1016 cm−3 . Because of the lower amount
of H2 , it is reasonable to expect that in the cases with DMAs the
delaying effects of H2 dissociation are absent, or smaller than in
the standard case. Then, the hydrostatic core would form at lower
densities (e.g. nc ∼ 1016 cm−3 , if the protostar becomes optically
thick to continuum radiation at the same density as in the R02 runs),
and its initial mass would be larger (probably in the 0.01–0.1 M
range, rather than 0.003 M ).
However, we point out that R02 found that in the case with no
DMAs the mass of the hydrostatic core grows very fast, reaching
0.1 M in less than 3 yr (see e.g. their fig. 6): then, the difference in
the initial size is relatively unimportant. It is probably more relevant
to note that the lower temperatures and infall velocities of the layers
outside the hydrostatic core imply that in the cases with DMAs the
accretion rate might be slower than what was found by R02.
5 CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the effects of WIMP DMAs on the evolution of
primordial gas clouds hosting the first stars. We have followed the
collapse of gas and DM within a 106 M halo virializing at redshift
z = 20, from z = 1000 to slightly before the formation of a hydrostatic core, properly including gas heating/cooling and chemistry
processes induced by DMAs, and exploring the dependency of the
results on different parameters (DM particle mass, self-annihilation
cross-section, gas opacity and feedback strength). Independently
of such parameters, when the central baryon density, nc , is lower
than the critical density, ncrit ≈ 109 –1013 cm−3 , corresponding to a
model-dependent balance between DMA energy input and gas cooling rate, DMA ionizations catalyse an increase in the H2 abundance
by a factor of ∼100. The increased cooling moderately reduces
the temperature (by ≈30 per cent) but does not significantly reduce the fragmentation mass scale. For nc ≥ ncrit , the DMA energy
injection exceeds the cooling, with the excess heat mainly going
into H2 dissociations. In the presence of DMA the transition to the
continuum-dominated cooling regime occurs earlier and generally
is not associated with abrupt temperature variations. In conclusion,

no significant differences are found with respect to the case without
DMAs; in particular, and contrary to previous claims, the collapse
does not stall and the cloud keeps contracting even when nc  ncrit .
Our simulations stop at central densities ≈1014 cm−3 , and cannot
follow the hydrostatic core formation, nor its accretion. At the final simulation stage, the lower temperature/infall velocity of the
layers enclosing a mass of ≈102 M suggest that DMAs might
lead to slightly longer stellar formation time-scales, with a possible
≈
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APPENDIX A: APPLICABILITY OF THE
A D I A BAT I C C O N T R AC T I O N A P P ROX I M AT I O N
One of the hypotheses underlying the AC approximation – formally equivalent to the requirement that the angular momentum is
conserved, condition that identifies the adiabatic invariant M(R)R
(Blumenthal et al. 1986) – is that the orbital time of DM particles
should be short with respect to the gravitational potential variation
time (which in our case can be identified with the collapse timescale of the baryons). In the case we are studying, this condition is
ensured until baryons reach a central density nc  105 cm−3 (i.e.
until the DM dominates the central potential): after that the two
time-scales become of the same order of magnitude, and the above
hypothesis is not satisfied.
For densities nc  1010 cm−3 the adoption of the adiabatic approximation can be justified a posteriori because its results are in
reasonable agreement with the ones obtained by 3D simulations
(e.g. Abel et al. 2002; O’Shea & Norman 2007, as reported by
Natarajan et al. 2009; see later in this appendix). For higher densities, numerical simulations provide no information; but we present
a summary of a different approach that can be adopted, and show
that even in this case the discrepancy remains tolerable.
The case of a ‘fast collapse’ (where the baryon collapse time is
similar to the free-fall time) was studied by Steigman et al. (1978, see
their section IIIb), in the assumptions that (i) the baryons are at rest at
t = 0 (with negligible velocity dispersion, so that they will collapse
in free fall), (ii) the DM contribution to the total mass M is small and
(iii) DM particles have a non-negligible velocity dispersion. This
case can be treated analytically, and Steigman et al. (1978) obtain
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that if the radius of the sphere enclosing all the baryons goes from
Ri (at time t = 0) to Rc (at time t = tc ), the ratio of the number
N DM,c of DM particles within Rc (at tc ) to the number N DM,i of DM
particles within Ri (at t = 0) is roughly proportional to (Rc /Ri )3/2
(cf. their equations 31 and 327 ), at least in the limit of Rc
Ri .
Then, the density ρ DM of DM particles should grow asymptotically
1/2
as (Rc /Ri )−3/2 , or as ρ b .
We can compare this behaviour to the dependence of the central
DM density (ρ DM,c ) upon the central baryonic density (ρ b,c ) which
can be obtained from the AC formalism: SFG08 find that ρ DM,c ∝
ρ 0.81
b,c , and our calculations essentially confirm their result. Then, it
is clear that the ‘fast-collapse’ slope is significantly flatter than what
can be inferred from the application of the AC. However, there are
some extra facts that need to be kept into account.
(i) For central baryonic number densities nc  105 cm−3 the DM
density is larger than the baryonic one, and the application of the
AC does not modify the DM density profile.
(ii) The ‘fast-collapse’ slope was obtained with the assumption of
a uniform density profile of both the baryons and the DM, whereas
the NFW profile of our initial DM profile is strongly peaked: the
calculations of N DM,c /N DM,i by Steigman et al. (1978) likely underestimate the value appropriate in the NFW case; as a consequence,
it is likely that the slope of the ρ DM –ρ b relation is higher than 0.5.
(iii) The DM profile seen in the 3D numerical simulations appears
more consistent with the AC predictions than with those of the ‘fastcollapse’ approach. For example, the innermost DM density shown
in fig. 2 of Abel et al. (2002) is a factor of ∼10 lower than the
baryonic density (nb ∼ 109 cm−3 ); and the comparison of figs 2 and
4 of Natarajan et al. (2009) gives a somewhat lower difference (a
factor of ∼5) at a higher baryonic density (nb ∼ 1010 cm−3 ). This is
consistent with the differences by a factor of [nb /(105 cm−3 )]1−0.81 ∼
6–9 predicted by AC, but much smaller than the difference by a
factor of [nb /(105 cm−3 )]1−0.5 ∼ 100–300 predicted using the ‘fastcollapse’ results.
Then, it appears that the AC approximation can be safely used
at least for densities up to nc ∼ 1010 cm−3 . It is quite possible
(and even likely) that at higher densities there occurs a transition
to the ‘fast-collapse’ regime. However, the (possible) overestimate
of the DM density will be by a factor of [nc /(1010 cm−3 )]0.81−0.5 .
Even in the worst case, this remains reasonable up to the density
(nc = 1014 cm−3 ) where we stop our simulations. Furthermore, we
remark that the (i) AC approach allows a better comparison with
previous studies and (ii) our conclusions on the mild effects of
DMAs on the protostellar collapse may only be reinforced by a
possible overestimate of DM densities.

7 Note

that the power-law index in equation (32) of Steigman et al. (1978)
should be −3/2 (and not −1/2, as in the paper) since this is the value that
can be inferred from the more general equation (31).
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